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CHAPTER 4: INFLUENCES ON CONSULTATION

tie major goals of this thesis is to explain why the LC and the ALRC
:~s they do. The Commissions, like every organisation, have been
Hyenvironment, circum.stance and his~ory. This chapter introduces
nijuences on consultation and establishes a framework for the
~tivEf description of the Commissions' processes that follows. The
":'Iafthese factors have on consultation is often very subtle. On the
W:a sl)iall number of interviewees explicitly identified and discussed
all' cine of the factors that were driving their Commissions'
'tIn. Nevertheless, these influences have a significant impact on the
lch the LC and the ALRC consult.

';i;..

;£'part of this chapter explores the influences that have caused the
isi()ns to consult differently. The LC's expert model of consultation has
'Been 'contrasted with the ALRC's more inclusive approach and these
Ejis; as well as other differences that are described in the chapters
;wican be traced to a number of influences that are explored here.
:Chd part of this chapter considers those factors that influenced the
lsions' consultation but did not produce a difference in approach.
Wthe focus of this thesis is on why the Commissions are different, it is
)qlfant to acknowledge that many of the influences on consultation are
r1"tb ,both the LC and the ALRC. The institutions are similar in many
I$~othis is not surprising.

(W'~ndfinal influence on consultation explored is the relationship that
hiissions have with their most important consultee: their Government.
Jiqilship is critical because of the control that Government has over
?!!lCts the Commissions are able to undertake and most importantly,
'their reports become law or not. This power makes Government an
!consultee and one that requires special consideration.
~.'i(':' ~_

js the factor that has had the greatest influence on the difference in
'll!:~to the consultation of the LC and the ALRC. Indeed, the impact of
~s!"l,can be seen today as over time a culture of consultation has
.e ~mbedded firmly at both institutions. Consultation is now accepted

9ljestion as a standard part of the law reform process. This means
,.practices of the past remain influential as both sets of interviewees
'!!dged that there were times when consultation was simply being
~:).!~ad in the past, without further evaluation as to whether or not it
?,!l~tway to consult.
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ase past pra~ices must sta~ somewher~ and it is back at the
9"'5i0l1s' beginnmgs where the Influence of history set the LC and the
~~~different paths. The LC's history begins, under the guidance of Lord
I;'all~ as' the first Chairman, with the suggestion that it invented the
lliofthe consultation document.1 Wheth~r or not it w~s the. creator of
~hnique, the LC was at least one of the pioneers of this relatively novel
~chjO consultation. These LC documents seem to have started life as
'''working papers that were produced just to assist the Commissioners'

:>!n f!ict, for this reason, LC consultation documents were called
tpape~s for quite s0':'le time. How~ve:, these internal documents were

iJ)fa a few people outside the Commission whose comments were found
'U~eful. The documents were given an increasingly wide circulation and

Jpng, they were officially published and became publicly available.
h' consultation papers are now more detailed and circulated more

r\h$ primary method of. Scarman's LC remains the most important part
"qmrnission's consultation process today.

~RC'sapproach to consultation was different from the start. Justice
.the first Chairman, said that the Australian institution was a 'child of the

flJuitllat he developed the LC's approach differently and consulted more
!Iy;~nd on a national basis. Kirby gave four reasons for his new approach,
jiSpwoof which were that the ALRC was given different topics and that
! alia ',had a different type of society both in terms of its people and its
iliaf Government. These two reasons are dealt with below separately
rse although their roots lie very much in the past, they still have an
"prnpact on the ALRC's consultation.

.~Ird,·reason for taking a broader approach was his views on who
:~econsulted.3 He 'didn't believe that lawyers or jUdges or officials or

!~I!ed::"informed people" had the monopoly on wisdom.'4 He also realised
~1!l,~;Iaw affects ordinary people and not just lawyers, so he decided to
'p'Jhe: consultation dialogue to a wider group of people. In part, this
le'~tive'was informed by some quite personal considerations:

'if~;re was also a personal matter. Because I am a homosexual man, I
>had a very clear understanding that the law is sometimes unjust. It is
':unjiJst to decent, honourable, hard-working and good people. This
,,;:,;,

lrlanLaw Reforms in a Democratic Society (4'h Jawaharlal Nehru Memorial Lecture,
".i,;New Delhi 1985), 49·50; WH Hurlburt Law Reform Commissions In the United

:W,v\ustralia and Canada (Juriliber Edmonton 1986) 338. A number of interviewees
\~9,.OJthls view, although LCB Gower, who was one of the first Law Commissioners

,;lllIHs less sure. (LCB Gower 'Reflections on Law Reform' (1973) 23 U of Toronto LJ
!§~):i'!,:;D

":wy"ithJustice Michael Kirby (11 August 2000, Sydney)
yothere is also a range of other factors that had varying Influences on this early

ralian direction. For example, Kirby himself identifies the impact of the views of
'ulius Stone. (JMD Kirby 'Law Reform and "Ministering to Justice'" in A Blackshield
p~ange: Essays In Honour ofJulius Stone (Butterworths Sydney 1983))

:h..Justice Michael Kirby (11 August 2000, Sydney)
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fought home to me (more than perhaps it would to other Law
'dommissioners) the importance of getting beyond the legal paradigm.'5

I~~: felt that getting beyond this legal ~aradigm wa~ particularly
illt pecause most lawyers are generally qUite conservative and, often

,~shlngto embra~e chan~e. Momentum f~r reform often comes from
j~tJhelaw so looking f~r views other tha~ Just t~e legal 'expe~s' was
aeel as both useful and Important,6 Accordingly, Kirby's efforts to Involve
, llnary citizen prompted the use of various techniques such as holding

earings and seeking a profile amongst the wider community. Finally,
'ourth reason for consult widely was a desire to establish a profile for
'tC and thereby secure its ongoing institutional future. A Commission
,rong and visible profile created throU~h wide consultation and lots of
blicity was less likely to be abolished.

lt~i~~tpaths taken by the two Commissions and their consultation
,{Oelay can be linked to their first Chairmen, and particularly to Justice
SOme interviewees made this connection explicitly, especially those
lslralia who referred to the 'Kirby method' of consultation.8 The ALRC
cknowledges that it 'continues to implement the methods and the
atory approach to law reform which were Justice Kirby's initiatives.'9
sO accords with the comments of Kirby himself who acknowledged that
:RC's broader consultation was based on his views about who should
,Ived.
fY~',' -.

3th Evatt, a former ALRC President who is also in the unique position of
1!!rIClrked under Scarman at the LC, said of the first Chairmen that 'their
V!lre parallel but slightly different,.1o She said that Lord Scarman was
!:lilly respected by lawyers and politicians and that ensured the LC had

lfil~in legal, political and Parliamentary circles. Justice Kirby, on the other
f:tWlls still relatively young (which is something that he himself noted) and
1Clthave Scarman's stature. However, he was an excellent communicator
~asi~ble to reach beyond legal and political circles to the wider public.
i:e..characteristics of the two Chairmen are still features of the LC and the
.ctoday.

"'1",,-...;

ic'that a Commission investigates has a significant impact on the
ition that is done and this is another reason for the difference in the

~spondence with Justice Michael Kirby (20 May 2003)
~8pondencewith Justice Michael Kirby (20 May 2003)
,~!Scussed in Correspondence with Justice Michael Kirby (20 May 2003)
:Qngection is also made in the literature. For example, P Handford 'The Changing Face
J!eforrn', (1999) 73 Australian LJ 503, 506; WH Hurlburt Law Reform Commissions in
Iffeit;Kingdom, Australia and Canada (Juriliber Edmonton 1966) 120; House of
wtet1ves Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs Law Reform: The
': Continues (Australian Government Publishing Service Canberra 1994), 16 whose
,nwas based on the ALRC's own SUbmission to this inquiry,
~.o Vears ofLaw Reform: The HIstory (ALRC Sydney 1995) 10.
IWwith Ms Elizabeth Evatt (18 July 2001, London)
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ln1missions' approach. In~erviewees made a broad distinction between
,ihalare legal and techmcal (a few used the term 'lawyers' law') and
lhataremore social and policy oriented. This distinction between topics
riI.'le9al' and those that are 'social' is not part of a formal process
"ken during work at the Commissions. Rather the extent to which a

regarded as being more or less legal or social is a factor that has an
.i~I{and p~rhaps. e~en sometimes sUbcons~ious) influence on st~ff and

lriinissioners I.n deciding what sort of consultatl?n they ?hould be dOing on
',~rlicular proJect. There are some dangers In allOWing such a vague

iffcation to influence the sort of consultation that takes place but defining
." rfus is a near impossible task.

ees did not try to define this difference and instead most relied on
..~xarriples. A common LC approach was to contrast its policy oriented
":~!report11 with the technical issues in the Commission's Perpetuities
};essive Accumulations project.12 Likewise, some ALRC interviewees
,~redthe Commission's specialist Marine Insurance project13 with

114 which ventured into the controversial issue of sex discrimination.
,ektit interviewees seemed to have a similar sense of what topics

c be considered legal and what would be social, although their approach
.-!:bllsed: more on intuition than clear criteria. The problem is, though, that
jJQl.lndaries between what is legal and what is social are blurred. A few LC
eo/ie~ees said they had seen the distinction collapse very qUickly at times.
,1iltwas supposed to be clear and simple technical law actually had some
"'Iificlltlt bl.lthidden policy issues.15

I"
~ ,

i~rature also notes the difficulty in differentiating between the concept of
appies and social topics. North writes: '''Lawyers'' law' is a meaningless
lei'itdbes no more than indicate that the policy is obscured by the jargon
,~raw.'16 Most writers concluded that it was not possible to distinguish
A@tely,'between the two although some do so in general terms for the
\Qse,ofdiscussion.17 This thesis will take the same approach and put
~fd:some basic criteria, consistent with how interviewees addressed the
"'W distinguish between legal and social topics. The focus here is to

':1~WiiY:Lilw: The Ground for Divorce (Law Com No 192, 1990)
Jim~R,ule~Against Perpetuities and Excessive Accumulations (Law Com No 251, 1998)

:,,,-RqR~1ilew of the Marine Insurance Act 1909 (Report No 91,2001)
AJ.f/,C·Equalfty Before the Law (Report No 69, 1994)
;Q!~t)leemingly technical matters often raise policy issues is also noted in JM Arden 'Law
llS~Y! Refonm:Are We Ready for the Twenty-First Century' (1998) 20 Liverpool LR 163,
.§.'aVd.SM Cretney 'The Politics of Law Reform - A View from the Inside' (1985) 48 MLR
3, !jQ0-503. .
1M·t-r0rth 'The Law Commission· Methods and Stresses' (1981) 3 Liverpool LR 5,13. See
~,glarnond 'The Law Commission and Government Departments' In G Zellick (ed) The
~gtrJlnlsslon and Law Reform (Sweet & Maxwell London 1988) 23-25.
:\:iHurlburt Law Reform Commissions In the Unfted Kingdom, Australia and Canada
~~ttEdmonton 1986) 9-14 surveys much of the literature on the topic. It has a good

,."S,~ion(pf the issue as does JL Scarman Law Reform: The New Pattern (The Lindsay
~llj1~rLectures, Routledge & Paul London 1968), 26-30. See also JH Farrar Law Reform
h~L~w Commission (Sweet and Maxwell London 1974) 2. The difficulties of defining the

'Yers' law' (Which is a common focus in this debate) are discussed well also In AL
~Ll!w Reform and the Legal Profession' (1977) 51 Australian LJ 396, 400-402.
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le,projects of the LC and the ALRC so these concepts need only be
,6fficiently clearly to be useful for contrasting one Commission's work
~tner.ln this t~~sis,.legal topics a~e thos,e that .are primarily !ec~nical
relimited political Judgments while social tOPICS address slgmficant
:es'and are likely to arouse some political controversy or interest.

;-ap;oject is 'social' or '!egal' affects the cons~ltation that needs t~ be
!Ocial topics are more likely to be controversial, or at least of Wider
t~), a larger group of people, so more consultation and quite broad
:iifun. is needed. For more legal matters, limited consultation with
l\. lawyers and experts might be considered enough. But this
'l~:was generally reached only on a domestic level, that is, when
(gt different projects done by the one Commission. However, this

aye also be extended and be applied when comparing the two
ions. In general, the projects considered by the LC are different from

rtaken by the ALRC and therefore so is their consultation.

I!~f tl1~ LC interviewees thought that their Commission considered
'aL topics.18 There are a number of significant counter-examples

;the projects on Divorce and Sharing Homes19 that were highly
,;slal, but generally the English Commission's work has a distinctly
'ivour.20 By contrast, most ALRC interviewees thought that the
ri,commission tended to deal with more social topics.21 This was

,ore so during the early-mid 1990s when the ALRC was given
!lsof almost pure social policy. One interviewee said that during this

(!!lilY' saw themselves 'as much working in policy development as
'lfiti&lwreform.' Again, there are some counter-examples, particularly

··,li. mid·late 1990s when the ALRC was referred a lot more technical
)jects; but overall, the Australian Commission generally deals with
lIt.i1ave a high social policy content. Justice Kirby specifically made
parison of the LC and the ALRC himself as he thought that in
'l"any of the ALRC's social topics would have been dealt with by a
'specifically included non legal expertise.22

~M~is comparison relies heavily on generalisations for which there are
,.YBllrcof exceptions, this characterisation by interviewees of their

m'l1~~~j~ns' projects is correct. This assessment is also ~upported by the
;.Hurlburt, for example, notes that the ALRC has differed from other
:9.at it has been referred 'much unsettled social policy and difficult

,WH Hurlburt Law Reform Commissions in the United Kingdom, Australia and
.:"riliber Edmonton 1986) 65-66,
l(ingHomes: A Discussion Paper (Law Com 278, 2002)

INH Hurlburt Law Reform Commissions in the United Kingdom, Australia and
.. lIiber Edmonton 1986) 65 and PM North 'Law Reform: The ConSUltation Process'
.'rtLJ 19, 19. Hurlburt notes the counter-examples, primarily in the field of family
tthat otherwise the LC has dealt with mainly technical law.
'Qfinned in a couple of Kirby's writings. See JMD Kirby Reform the Law (Oxford
ess Melbourne 1983) 54·55 and JMD Kirby 'The Politics of Achieving Law

11 Adelaide LR 315,315-316.
Ision is SUpported by Scarman. (JL Scarman 'Interview with the Chairman on

;}J973) 70 Law Society's Gazette 1345, 1345)
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"~:and legal subjects' .23 Therefore, because the LC and the ALRC
different types of projects, their cons~ltation is differ.en~. T,he. ALR?'s

"iaktopics are addressed better by uSing the Commission s Inclusive
'~'consultation while the LC's more legal topics mean that the expert
l\rtQre appropriate. Justice Kirby said that his initial decision to consult

,,~ft~bypfrom the LC was partly because of the different work that his
l!fi.c,"... 'd'ld'
'''~-'-isslon .

"'j>,-"~',,

;;.th~, types of projects that each Commission considers has such a
1f1~ehce on their different consultation styles, it is worth exploring why
irenceexists. One factor that is partly responsible is the different ways
'!wbCommissions receive their work. The added freedom that the LC
rite its own Programme may actually narrow the work that it does
if'is conscious of only choosing projects that are appropriate for a

.~propriateness (t~e 'sui~ability ~acto~) is part of the ,f0rm?1 c~i~eria that
'has devised to gUide which projects It chooses.24 ThiS 'sUitability factor'
. s"considering whether the topic is predominantly legal and whether

1¢~l:judgments would be needed.25 A number of LC interviewees also
Ira'ned avoiding topics that are likely to be controversial or involve party
'~beCause they would not be implemented. This avoidance of politics

)i\troversy seems to have been an assumed part of the LC model. This
:hil?intention of the Commission's founders (despite its mandate to
'r"allthe law')26 and it was also the approach of the first Chairman.27

RC;on the other hand, is relieved of the burden of deciding whether a
i'~ppropriate because, although it does suggest potential projects, its
~;'referred by the Government. It is suggested that the Australian
iiilsion would not have been so bold as to give itself some of the
S'that it has been referred. This view is confirmed by Kirby, who in an
lW',with Hurlburt, said that the Government made some references to
~,CJtiat the Commission, being entirely composed of lawyers, might not
ld,the courage to select for itself.26
;',n;0_,'

Jar/factor contributing to the ALRC dealing with more social topics is that
~e,~mission was seen as a 'too hard basket' for those topics that were too
·1~Pr<,.t()b sensitive for Government.29 One of the common reasons why

'Hurlburt Law Reform Commissions in the United Kingdom, Australia and Canada
,r,Edmonton 1986) 120. See also ALRC 20 Years of Law Reform: The History (ALRC

."y'1995) 28, 42 and M Zander The Law-Making Process (5'" edn Butterworths London
1)T~1~i • '
~rElghthProgramme of Law Reform (Law Com 274, 2001) 3.
ig;ghth Programme of Law Reform (Law Com 274, 2001) 3-4. See also JM Arden 'The
·'qf.the· LawCommission' (2000) 53 Current Legal Problems 559, 560 and 563.

~urlburt Law Reform Commissions in the United Kingdom, Australia and Canada
'rE:dmonton 1986) 258.
~Hburt Law Reform Commissions in the United Kingdom, Australia and Canada

,"EdnlOnton 1986) 259. See also JL Scarman Law Reform: The New Pattern (The
M.emorial Lectures, Routledge & Paul London 1968) 12-15, 25.
H~~burt Law Reform Commissions in the United Kingdom, Australia and Canada
'fW:amonton 1986) 112 ref.erring to an interview with Kirby on 9 November 1982.

!Ihamenta", Committee evaluating the ALRC in 1994 concluded that ·the Commission
I~p~trated an ability and a capacity not enjoyed by other bodies to undertake difficult
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cts were too hard was because of the social policy issues that they
h~LC does not see itself this way, nor is it used for this purpose by

;;\0rElnf. Perhaps with the exception of the LC's family law work,3o it is
:Wo/~)hesensitiVe or difficult issues are addressed. Related to this role of
e~'hard baskef is that the ALRC has an established methodology,pf .' ,
hl"examining an area that includes doing wide consultation, This
t,;,given the topics that demand that sort of treatment. This thorough
Jblo9y was initially adopted by Kirby because it was the most

o"rlaleway to deal with the social topics that his ALRC had been given.
Pc, ',oil has become a self-perpetuating cycle as this is now the reason

sesocial topics are referred to the ALRC. The Attorney-General's
Hent has identified the Commission's thorough methodology as a
'cbnsiderwhen deciding what references to give.31

F:~~~on for the two LRCs doing different types of projects relates to
;ierElsts and expertise, and also that of their Governments. It was
(ied; by a couple of ALRC interviewees that successive Australian
ll'i1ents have had an interest in social law reform, some of which was
(Mothe Commission. The impact of the Governmenfs views is well
il~d by the number of more legal references the Commission received
, e mid-late 1990s as this reflected the more legal interests of the then
_General.32 Other more social references were also driven by the
of the ALRC Commissioners themselves.33

;~t;ibuting to the difference in the two Commissions' topics is the
Hity of law to reform, This is an issue for the ALRC whose work is

,y)imited to Commonwealth law. Some difficulties were reported in
f"reas of law to investigate as there was a sense that most of the major
'Jhi,Commonwealth areas had already been done, much of it by the

Uehn projects.' (House of Representatives Standing Committee on Legal and
10,naL Affairs Law Reform: The Challenge Continues (Australian Government

"gSe",ice Canberra 1994), 87) Hurlburt noted that this was the role that the ALRC's
!!W~)iad envisaged. (WH Hurlburt Law Reform Commissions in the United Kingdom,
@lIaandCanada (Juriliber Edmonton 1986) 261) See also JMD Kirby 'Law Reform and
, . 'ing,to Justice'" in A Blackshield (ed) Legal Change: Essays in Honour of Julius Stone

~hs Sydney 1983) 217.
•gh the Law Commission was very keen, certainly in its eariy work on family law, to
\e'suggestion that it was engaged in political judgments. The Commission accordingly
'\~~;itself ,as 'a group of disinterested legal technicians', although the reailly was
~,~t pifferent as the Commission did have definite views on family law reform. (SM
x:H..,Law Reform and the Family (Clarendon Press Oxford 1998) 60-63)
\;I,a~stated In a submission made by the Attorney-General's Department to the House
'!,senlatives Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs Law Reform: The

,.S_Continues (Australian Government Publishing Service Canberra 1994) 83.
~.,emphasis on more technicai references was also revealed in Government
'eo~dence. (ALRC New Reference Developmenf (ALRC File No 21/99, Part 1, 10 March
I~::~"

,~I~o ALRC 20 Years ofLaw Reform: The History (ALRC Sydney 1995) 28. Expertise of
"S~!oners is also reievant at the LC with it being one of its formal criteria when writing its
~rne. (LC Eighth Programme of Law Reform (Law Com 274, 2001) 3) This second
V,refers to the 'availability of resources' and it includes not only the expertise of the

Ian but also its financial resources. The third and final criterion the LC applies when
'~rogr~mme is the importance of the suggested project.
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"twas even suggested that occasionally the Commission had been
)akeIllOrk' projects to keep it occupied. The existence of other
I'lg':, law re~orm bodie.s, such as th~ Family Law ~ounc!1 or the

jatr:<itive Review Council, was also an IS~U~ for ALRC Intervlewees.34

;ompetition further depleted the, already limited .areas of law that the
~'iiaw<::ommission ~ould. reform. This lack of law to. refor~ v.:as seen as
W,utlng to the ALRC s shift towards almost pure sOCIal policy In the early-

1990s.

~~lWsetsof interviewees, the consultation that is done on each project
ios.l1eavily on the topic that is being investigated. This point was made
hionsidering the projects done by each Commission but more
~htIY; ;the same can be said when comparing the two LRCs and the
'6f1awthey examine. A comparison of the LC's more legal topics and
'\LR,C'smore social topics helps understand why the Australian
,fssion adopted the inclusive model of consultation while its English

rit~rpartfavoured the expert model. This difference in approach can be
U(;~dt() a humber of factors, some of which are historical, including how the
"1"'rnissions' receive their work, constitutional limitations and their perception

their,GClvernment's) of their role in the reform process.
i,::':.,,'

.. 'efalist Commissions
0'_"

'~:'~ith the type of projects that the two Commissions consider is their
'as generalist bodies. Both the LC and the ALRC are directed to keep the
as·alllhole under review so they do not specialise in one particular area.
ie'if,subject to the SSCA's veto and the need for a reference respectively,
.tCJindthe ALRC conceivably could investigate any legal issue that falls
I.!rjtheir jurisdiction. This wide mandate can be contrasted with other

'bodies that are established to consider reform in particular fields of law
tas Australia's Family Law Council. This means that both Commissions
rta~eprojects in areas of law in which they do not have specific
[tiseJAccordingly, consultation is very important for getting the
rl~tion and experience that they need. .

LO,however, is less of a generalist body than the ALRC and this is an
.ehceithat contributes to the two Commissions having different
;~)Jltation styles. The LC operates using teams and they consider a number
P,rojects from within a particular field of law. This means that the LC is more
~Ii}() have some kind of expertise already established for a project and
\r~?iniportantly, an awareness of the relevant consultees in the field,
p,dlng pre-existing relationships with some of them. The ALRC, on the
~r.hand, creates a new division for each project and it has examined a very

-r~,'?~ ;~

~s.also noted as one of the factors relevant for the Attorney-Genera!'s Department
r~sldering whether the ALRC should be given a reference. (House of Representatives
1,~gCommittee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs Law Reform: The Challenge
j~I[(Au.stralian Government Publishing Service Canberra 1994) 83)
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~\oprcs.35 Exce~t when it ~as.been given serial references. (whi~h
ire), the Australian Co~mlsslo~ has had to work hard to Identify
. "" consultees each time. ThiS may be one reason why the
mmission does broader consultation. If it is new to a field, it may
,idelytoensure that it reaches all ,of the relevEjnlqJQs\lltlles.lt
'eater need to try and gather as much expertise as it can.

~~on for this difference lies with how the two Commissions receive
7-rhe LC structured itself into a number of teams and can write its

~with that in mind. The ALRC, on the other hand, relies on the
It to give it work. It has input into that decision but cannot produce

'iw of work in one particular area. Another reason for the difference
,ftopicsfor the ALRC to consider that was discussed above. Evatt
"~f: the ALRC was referred a number of diverse and specialist topics
~atwas about all that was left to give to the Commission.

~'h, t~e Constitutions of England and Australia influence how their
j'eonsult. The original 'Kirby method' involved visiting different parts
ii:ltryand this was driven by a Kirby's awareness that unlike England,

~;f.hada' federal political system. A modest number of ALRC
,,·~s from the modern era also linked Australia's federalism with the
:onsult nationally or as one person put it: to not be 'Sydney-centric'.

," jple; Evatt makes this point well: 'The fact that it [the ALRCj is a
i!Jbedyaffects the way that it does its consultation because it is more or
~jfgedto go around the traps. It is always important to show up in every
'Territory, ... ,36

':tt"\~'

iyations for a national approach to consultation were identified. One
'political importance of being seen to be involving the entire nation.
pis relates to the difficult relationship that federalism creates between
hwealth and State Governments, particularly in the Commission's
iY~.This relationship is less problematic when State Governments and
(6diesare fully involved through consultation. The second factor
'Ygithis national consultation is the value of learning about the law as it
,different parts of Australia. Federalism means that the law in different
';,in;develop independently. One State can seem 'like a different

,'em another so it is important to factor these differences into any final
'ndations.

, .

nal consultation is also more of an issue because the ALRC was
.. ed in Sydney rather than Canberra. the nation's capital. This makes it
'ino prove that it is a national body and not Sydney-centric. The

~t;

;;stralian Commission itself also emphasises Its own generalist nature. (ALRC
qn tq fhe House of Representatives standing Committee on Legal and Constifuflonal
pl2, 29 October 1993) 8-9) See also D Weisbrot 'Comment' (1999) 75 Reform 1, 67.
"wwlth Ms Elizabeth Evatt (18 July 2001, London). North was another who saw the

IIscussed it in the context of public hearings. (PM North 'Law Reform: The
,.'~lrocess' (1982) 6 Trent LJ 19, 28)
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'ts'of the ALRC is still a contentious issue today: it was discussed
,terviewees with particular passion. Any criticism of its location
;:be~n far greater if the Commission had not been very clear in its
riHobeing a national body. The issue of the Commission's location
ni~()itant implications for its relationship with Government and 50 is
below further.
,'." _..

~~hsultalion is different because it operates within a unitary system
omenl and 50 does not have this same obligation to consult
.~r Accordingly, the English Commission has not sought specifically
fin different parts of the country and does not have a programme of

:e\ltsAustralian counterpart. The focus is on finding expertise and this
;"~icons~ltation tends to involve those mainly from London and the

',t of England. The one exception to this was the consistent
It of the Scottish LC, particularly when the two Commissions were

h,ltiinlprojects where consultation was done on both sides of the

"'and Geography

!1~ti~ence on consultation is that England and Australia are different
4ftheir society. It is acknowledged at the outset that this discussion
.,aF differences is based only on comments from the interviews and
Ions from the law reform literature. However, despite this limited data,
estedthat the following conclusions are relatively accurate.38 One of

'9nS Why. Kirby chose to do broader consultation at the early ALRC
aus~h~ thought that 'Australia is a different societ~ from the United
1~."tJS less class stratified, it is more democratic.' 9 He felt that his

;_".,/~pproach to consultation was part of the ALRC being 'a body in tune
.~!fi:e;Qiff~rent social, cultural values of a different and younger sociely.'4o A
Rl~\'()fSeni9r interviewees from both Commissions agreed that societal
~.,. \9~S informed what was appropriate in terms of consultation.

~"";" ..,"'- -.
:,' .;.>., I

pllY is also a factor. Australia is a lot bigger than England and Wales
(contributes to various regions in Australia developing differently. This
;[~ates a need for the ALRC to consult throughout the country. As Lord
.E3Jooke, a former LC Chairman, observed: 'a massive federation' and
lactlittle island' have different consultation needs.41

,;~Is() 'PM North 'Law Reform: The Consultation Process' (1982) 6 Trent LJ 19, 28.
!~I;;One En911sh Government interviewee speculated that devolution may bring to the
l:jSlngdom some of the characteristics of a federal state.
g~yen.,lf they are not accurate, these comments are stili very valuable because they
f~p,\lle of the factors that are Informing the decisions being made by Commissioners
,Ifflnr.lation to consultation.
y!e\y'With Justice Michael Kirby (11 August 2000. Sydney)
'Yl~\'fWith Justice Michael Kirby (11 August 2000, Sydney). Indeed, Kirby suggests that
el~~lxe apProach was part of a wider political trend at the time towards Increased
~S.s;in pUblic administration, especially at the federal level. (Correspondence with
~·M'<:hael Kirby (21 August 2000»

•~eealso See also PM North 'Law Reform: The Consultation Process' (1982) 6 Trent
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interviewees from both Commissions agreed that societal 
informed what was appropriate in terms of consultation. 

is also a factor. Australia is a lot bigger than England and Wales 
I to various regions in Australia developing differently. This 
a need for the ALRC to consult throughout the country. As Lord 

,,, ~lrnr,k" a former LC Chairman, observed: 'a massive federation' and 
'a ... ,,,,u,~ island' have different consultation needs.41 

North 'Law Reform: The Consultation Process' (1982) 6 Trent LJ 19. 28. 
"'<lrlgdc.1T Government interviewee speculated that devolution may bring to the 
",I some of the characteristics of a federal state. 

they are not accurate. these comments are still very valuable because they 
lofi'ih' •• ,_o;;f"th:e factors that are Informing the decisions being made by Commissioners 

to consultation. 
Justice Michael Kirby (11 August 2000. Sydney) 
Justice Michael Kirby (11 August 2000. Sydney). Indeed. Kirby suggests that 

was part of a wider political trend at the time towards Increased 
administration. especially at the federal level. (Correspondence with 
(21 August 2000)} 

.aealso See also PM North 'Law Reform: The Consultation Process' (1982) 6 Trent 



'iheALRC consult differently employing the expert and inclusive.
c'orisLJltation respectively. To understand these differences, it is

'OkOowWhere they came from and whatcontinuing'influenceslhere
r110St important factor contributing to these different approaches is
/CQf the two Commissions. The central role of the past is evidenced
(.Ihatboth bodies continue to consult in much the same way as they
.tlleY were founded. An important part of this is the influence of the
bns' first Chairmen. This is particularly the case for the ALRC's
iroy whose personal vision of an inclusive body is an important
1Y today's Commission consults so widely. Current ALRC staff and
criers still refer to the 'Kirby method'.
~~~J'-

. also continuing influences that sustain these differences in
ibii. Most of them are, though, based in the Commissions' histories.
:ii~iJing' influence is that the Australian Commission's more social
'mand consultation with wider sections of the community. Societal
's alsO' make it more appropriate for the ALRC to involve broader
,A/ further continuing influence is the different systems of

J~nt.A unitary system does not require the LC to consult throughout
I"and Wales but Australia's federalism makes national consultation
IIi'·
":,\ -

ifIuerice is that the ALRC is more of a generalist body than the LC.
'contribute to make its consultation broader but its main impact is
\ustralian Commission has to work harder at its consultation. These
~sons why the LC and the ALRC consult differently. However, this is

:'otthe picture of why the Commissions consult as they do. There are
~finfluences, not specifically related to any differences between the
~'missions. that shape how their consultation is done. These 'similar
'~\arealso critical to understanding the later description of the
:,.fori process and so are discussed next.,

'position of Commissions

'~issioners and staff themselves through their personalities, abilities
fs have an influence the Commissions' consultation. A person's
ent to conSUlting and his or her views on its value affect how much

)onisdone and the weight that it is given. Some people also held
iI'yiews about what sorts of people are worth consulting. Interviewees
]pIe said they were committed to consultation although there were a
.qrts of a small number of people who lacked interest. Some

nt is made for the likelihood that interviewees would emphasise the
qe of conSUltation, but overall, it is likely that the Commissioners and
qth,~ommissions support consultation and engage with the process•. > ...
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nee of these personal factors is greater at the ALRC for two
•.Firstly, it uses more consultation methods than the LC so the choice

'S'e some of them or alter how they are employed allows for greater
j';.influence. The second and more important reason is that the
il!/:Icommission"d~es. IT;l0re",oral consultation than its English
'iar!. Face to face qlscusslons are affected more by personal factors
..tell) interaction, which generally is scrutinised by the Commission as a
lrst: This second reason prompted a few ALRC interviewees to raise
frof the ability of staff and Commissioners to consult effectively. A few
'~,were expressed that the occasional person lacked the personal
ededto consult.

rl':f~~ture of both Commissions' composition that influences
~tion,is that they are led and staffed entirely by lawyers (apart from
pl'Oyiqing corporate support).42 This makes consultation a greater
,iV~because it is the only way to access non-legal input.43 However, an
)f' greater importance not identified by interviewees is that the
;~"pns' legal composition is one of the reasons why the LC and the
C9l1Sult so many lawyers. Many consultees are reached through
akcontacts and understandably, the professional networks of lawyers
i(j more often in the legal field.

e,can also be said of lawyers from different branches of the
bn:and both sets of interviewees realised the benefits of this. Whether
'e:barristers, solicitors, academics or judges, people bring to their

ISsIon a network of contacts, and therefore potential consultees, that
lQi,bedrawn mainly from their branch of the profession. This is one
r\"'V1ihY a mixture of professional backgrounds amongst the
irssioners is favoured.44 Lord Justice Brooke agrees: 'The LC's success
(lI,t. it was a body of high quality lawyers drawn from different
iurids with a mix of experience from the practising field and the field of
'ic)aW with really good links to experts - not necessarily lawyers - in
jicular field of study.'45 The LC's Commissioners have traditionally
l~a jUdge, two academics, a barrister and a solicitor although its ability
~OiJthat breadth of contacts may now be hampered by the fact that it is
,tly:only served by judicial and academic Commissioners.46
~fi.'~

,Jylar interest in this context is the issue of jUdicial appointments to the
[Bions and whether they should be headed by a judge. The LC has
been chaired by a judge but the ALRC has had a non-judicial

the ALRC has occasionally appointed non-lawyers as part·lime Commissioners.
,teJ;2)
,an Law Reforms in a Democratic Society (4th Jawaharlal Nehru Memorial Lecture,
ewDelhI1985),47.

,'RJL Scarman 'Interview with the Chairman on his Retirement' (1973) 70 Law
~azelle 1345, 1354 and A Martin Methods of Law Reform (Inaugural Lecture at
:9fSouthhampton, Camelot Press Southhampton 1967) 14-15. Cf R Deech 'Law
I~ Shoice of Method' (1969) 47 Canadian Bar Review 395, 404, 418.

:,~W With Lord Justice Brooke (15 May 2001, London) ,
',9,pnote that one of the current Commissioners practised as a barrister in a part-time

jOftohis appointment. (see Chapter 2)
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;tsince 1994. This has implications for consultation because a jUdge
"lliga set of contacts, particularly judicial contacts, that might otherwise
\essible. A judicial head also influences consultation in other ways. It
)ggested that consultees, again particularly judicial consultees, are
<elY to respond to consultation if theirviews,aresought by ajudge. The
,ed status of a body headed by a member of the jUdiciary was also
te!o result in more responses. It is likely that the ALRC has lost status

"ut. its judicial head although so far there does not seem to be any
?61~impacl on its consultation. For example, the Australian Commission
',lllhad any difficulty getting jUdges to participate in its process.47

~r"the impact of the decision to not appoint judicial Presidents may be
, e:long term.

It'aspecl of the LRCs and their composition that influences consultation
Jerms on which people are appointed. An issue at the LC is the
hce., between staff who are appointed as civil servants and
15sioners who are not. This means that only Commissioners are free to
:5' c~rrent LC thinking frankly or give tentative views. As civil servants,
'hembers can only receive opinions. One result of this is that LC
fssioners will have more personal contact with the Commission's
rs and informal meetings where more interactive consultation, as
, ,to the mere receipt of views, takes place. This was not an issue for

.cJnterviewees as its staff are not fettered in this way. They have never
&'p,ublic servants, despite traditionally being on parallel terms and
, 'ons.

(Commissions also have particular staff positions that improve their ability
:ansult.The LC and the ALRC each have at least one person whose
Illnsibilities include dealing with media issues like publicity for projects and

{ebsite. The specific expertise these appointments bring helps the LRCs
lte,more interest in their projects and reach more potential consultees.
;RC has gone one step further on a handful of references and actually
!tedsomeone specifically to organise consultation for that project. This

,Qne only when additional funding allowed and when the particular topic
"Ited special communication skills that the Commission did not have. The
':·;~xample is the ALRC's MuIficuituralism48 where consulting ethnic
'Qliell' was an important part of the project. This innovation was
d~nted on positively by the few interviewees who worked on these
inces.

Iinfluence on consultation is not only the actual composition of a LRC,
h9W often that composition changes. Generally, the staff and
issioners at both Commissions do not stay very long so usually there is

'~mple, in one project, ALRC The Judicial Power of the CommonweaUh: A Review of
aIY Act 1903 and Related Legislation (Report No 92, 2001), the Advisory Committee
,t the ALRC includes five Justices of the Federal Court, one from the Family Court,
tate Supreme Courts and two former Justices of the High Court, one of whom was

Ice,
• MUniculturalism and the Law (Report No 57, 1992). This is also probably the first
:Rsuchan appointment was made,
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(;~ ofnew people. However, contrary to this trend, by the early·mid
rewas a suggestion from a number of Australian interviewees that
~\;hadbecome stagnant. Their view was that this was due to

if: turn over in ~ersonnel and w~s compounded by a lack. of
enCThe suggeslionwas that semor long-term staff were running

Mission and it had become very entrenched in how it operated,
f~its consult~tion. It was suggest~d that this situation improved,
i"with the arnval of new staff from diverse backgrounds and with new
tW§lS also assisted ~y the. appointment of Mr Alan Rose as President

.described by one interviewee as 'the catalyst'. He restructured the
iBn so that there were fewer senior positions and also created a
eire new methods of consultation were tried.49

. ~lso a number of other, although smaller, influences on
1'1: One is changes in the political and societal climate in which it

'onsulting has become an increasingly important part of decision
fGovernment and political circles. A culture of consultation has
iSled at both Commissions (see Chapter 2) but this shift towards its

cc Jimportance was also felt by the LC and the ALRC. This was linked
~y/senior LC interviewees with society becoming more populist since
jl1)mission was first established as people became more informed and
pbwerM This meant that topics that ~~e.d to be r~gard~d as
r:oversial have now become more politlclsed. In this climate,

,\lon and consensus are very important.

.d;ri~~ni:ial resources is another major factor affecting consultation. To
ilt'l:irojJerly costs a lot of money. A common theme amongst interviewees
,fj~kthey would like to do more consultation but their Commission
:tafford it. Both Commissions looked for ways to reduce costs while
ri!ng accessibility and the LC, in particular, identified its website as
nimportant strategy to achieve this. Another related influence on the
'sions' consultation is limits on time, especially for the ALRC whose
'reference generally include a deadline for reporting.

p~~le,of a LRC also affects its consultation, and especially who is
ilted because people are more interested in contributing to a body that is
~n!lwn. This relationship is cyclical as a LRC's consultation influences its
)swell. The ALRC was generally thought to have had quite a high

'nithroughout its career. There was some disagreement amongst LC
JYI~wees as to the profile of the English Commission but this is probably
",~;!~,changes over different eras. In the early 1990s, the LC was well known

l~galprofession but not beyond.5o However, after Chairmanship of Lord
Brooke, the LC's profile was thought to have increased such that it

;qv/O better by Government, Parliament and to some extent, the general

I;u~tructure at the LC in the 1980s, but this was not linked with its consultation.
Qrofile of the LC was also referred to by M Blair 'Additional Comments' in G Zellick
aw CommIssion and Law Reform (Sweet & Maxwell London 1988) 73.
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sfelated influence on consultation is the reputation of a LRC. Both
ins were judged to have good reputations and this helped them
interest and expertise of consultees.

"",;,':,

influence on consultation is· the experience of a, CommissJon as to
Eitlioils or approaches were effective. A Commission learns from its
atlonexperiences of the past A classic example of learning from
,'rice'is the ALRC's Multiculturalism project A couple of innovations
failed if)' this reference with success, which led to the Commission
"'I~se: same techniques in later projects. One innovation was the

"ent of a member of staff whose specific responsibility was to
;Onsultation. This was found to be useful so when additional funding
~ble on other projects, the ALRC created a similar position. Another

.:i1iscllssed further in Chapter 6, was a more systematic approach
'l;sing the responses to consultation that were received.

'NSHIPWITH GOVERNMENT

,,.,,~ritis probably a LRC's most important consultee. It controls what
~:a.ColJlmission considers and it makes the final decision on whether the
itingreports become law. It is also common for some part of Government

"Elxisting expertise in the area being considered. This means that the
.Jpjishipthat a Commission has with this consultee is critical to its
:~~s:iThisissue is dealt with in this chapter because how a Commission
'J;ts'Nith its most important consultee is obviously a significant influence
)~u)tation. It begins by discussing those factors that influence the
i$bIR'between a Commission and its Government, the most Important
~ing the constitutional function It fulfils. It then turns to consider the
:relatignship the two Commissions have with their Governments, before
jJ!19cwlth the problem of getting Government to engage with
:ssion consultation exercises.

~t:fe~ interviewees discussed what they meant by 'Government'. Most
,~,!9~"lerm quite broadly and impliedly included both the Civil Service and
~1~rs.:Although there Is a lot of overlap between the needs and interests

",~~~:two groups, there are also some differences and they were generally
!},gentifled. One of the Government interviewees noted the complexity of a

:S'.,r~!ationship with both the Minister and the Civil Service because a
i,~~lqn reports to the Minister but discusses its work primarily with the
:~p!lce. These particular issues are flagged below as they arise.
,
'~ences on Relationship

,aspects of the relationship between a LRC and its Govemment are
d in the constitutional role of the Commission. This role was

Chapter 2 and the tension created by a body being both advisory

~. , ..... '""",,,,,.-
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~pendent was identified. ,:"s has been ~Iready noted, the LRCs'
"enee is regarded as being the most Important feature of their
ipwith Government. This was particularly so for the LC: one English
e commented that independence was 'ingrained as part of the

;(jtlookof the law ,Gommission' while a few others linked, it closely,to."",
'mission's sense of its own identity.51

&a~bJ independent in a number of ways, although almost none of
Mees; distinguished between them. One type of independence is a
:fr~edom to choose the topics that it considers. A second type is what
i1l"of the interviewees seemed to mean when they used the term
fclent': the freedom of a LRC to recommend whatever reform solution
'best. A third type of independence is the freedom that comes from
.!leure.about the future existence of your Commission. The type of
dence that is focused on here is the one that interviewees usually
l~efreedom of a LRC to reach its own decisions. The other two types

ipendence are considered only when relevant to this and the freedom of
(nissio!) to choose its work is discussed in full in Chapter 8.
Ci'?;!';.;'

c9t<a ,LRC's independence means that the Commissions'
.jl'lJendations are not determined by Government or its policies. These
~ll~{may be taken into account but the final decision rests with the
w,c]ssion itself. This independence has a few implications for a LRC's

, ,liori. ,Firstly, it means that the Commission can consult whom it
,)'An LRC independent from Government is also likely to be more

1l!9~cihable for consultees.53 Being separate from Government means that
~BI~j'gould be more frank in their views and they are also more likely to feel
, . they;are actually being listened to. A final implication is that consultees

pgre;li~ely to give their time and expertise generously to an independent
~[~~ion than they would to Government. . ,

~'Gommissions are not absolutely independent from Government and
are':some factors that challenge their autonomy. The major challenge to
~RC's; independence has been concerns about politicisation in the mid
;1~~Os; Some interviewees felt that the Government was partly

.<,~M!ele,for politicising the Commission as it was attempting to maintain
Iby;(~pntrol over a body pushing for policy change in which the Government
k~\lJ;Qtljnlerested. Other interviewees felt that the politicisation seemed to

, '!'from the ALRC itself. There was some of criticism of the President
~;;Jj.9is time and although he denied it. a number of interviewees

~~,~t~d: that he had engaged in party politics. It is not necessary to
~ttie,~, responsibility but it is clear that the ALRC did become politicised. A
-"-"-',.. " ..

'('~;~ Jnteresting discussion of the possible legal bases for the LC's independence, see H
10n,Wdependenl Advice on Legislalion (DPhii Oxford University, 1982) 88-91.

8r Infringement on this independence in terms of the ALRC has been the trend in the
~;that Commission's terms of reference to list, albeit in very broad terms, who has to
ulted~''"'

,~:pHandford 'The Changing Face of Law Reform' (1999) 73 Australian LJ 503, 508;
~Representatlves Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs Law
TlJe Ch~/lenge Conlinues (Australian Government PUblishing Service Canberra
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flict between an independent Commission and a Government over
~ocial policy, regardless of who is responsible, inevitably drags the
n into the political arena.

~B~c:erns aboutpoliticisationmaybe linked with who leads the
~'ion: leaving aside the particular people involved in this controversy,
:~ likely that the ALRC would have become politicised to the same
~ndera judicial President. Firstly, it is more likely that a judge would
ay,fromPolitical contr?~ersy. Kirby ~~id that the dignity of judicial offi~e

lir[i,conscious of avoiding party POlltICS.54 Secondly, a Government IS
<ely to approach a Commission like the ALRC with its concerns more
if.W had been dealing with a judicial President. This can be contrasted
.L.O. where it is suggested that the judicial chair in England underpins
'mission's independence and distance from Government.55

iri~~;~~that challenges the independence of the LRCs is that they rely
~iC3overnments for funding.56 There was some suggestion that tension

e~(I;the ALRC and its Government may have been responsible for the
lttrend in funding cuts. This can challenge not only the freedom of a
irilssibn to reach its own decisions but can also threaten its
ieildence in a different way in that it undermines a Commission's security
',lure.

l&rmer ALRC Commissioner noted another challenge to the
Ildence of the Australian Commission. The ALRC relies on its

lrnment to keep it employed by referring it projects and this meant that
~9rnmission tended to feel 'more of a supplicant' in this relationship. It
~9ggested that the ALRC was 'always on the go to show that law reform
'~lIalid. and wondering whether there were any more topics within the
ltconstitutional power that you haven't looked at yet.' The possibility of
'lfoutof work affected the ALRC's independence in the 'sense of its
uity. and its faith in the future'. 57 This was contrasted with the LC whose
led.Programme is so big that running out of work and becoming defunct

pt genuine concerns.

,.

~iS.'in~~have also been an Issue in the early days of the Commission. (SO Ross Politics
",YffJ",(orri! (Penguin Books Ringwood 1982) 76-77)

'Ma[sh 'Law Reform in the United Kingdom: A New Institutional Approach' (1971-1972)
UUam and Mary LR 263, 276. See also G Palmer Evaluation of the Law Commission

.. ~ & Palmer Wellington 2000) 55 which outlines a table of the factors that support and
'~}Mrn th.e independence of the New Zealand LC, but compare H Beynon Independent
\~pn Legislation (DPhll Oxford University, 1982) 89.
$~~~te.d In P Handford 'The Changing Face of Law Reform' (1999) 73 Australian LJ 503,

- fO/l1Jng:defunctthrough neglect is more than a theoretical possibnity. The New South
:.LRC, which also relies on Government references, was not given any new references
',e~:1988 and 1990 and had real concerns about whether it could conlinue to exist. (New
"Yales LRC Annual Report- 25th Anniversary Report (1991) 19-22; P Handford 'The
fng Face of Law Reform' (1999) 73 Australian LJ 503, 511).-
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ikctor counter balancing a LRC's independence is another aspect of its
''ilional role: it is an advisory body.58 This means that it relies on the

e'nt' of Government before its work becomes law. This can sway a
.Jiiion to pr?duce recom~e.ndation~ that are 'accepta?le' rather than
''S9'dts free 'Judgment. It IS interesting to note that thlLchallenge to

,·'F~ndence comes from the Commissions themselves. Both LRCs, in
flR!n',!oasserting their independence, sai? that they were practical bodies

Wanted ,'to produce recommendations that were capable of
~~ntation, This balancing exercise has a significant impact on the LRCs
"(riting their proposals and this is discussed in Chapter 7.

0(1 to balancing a Commission's independence, a few interviewees
noted that being an advisory body also has implications for its
'spip with Governmen~. A .C0f!lmission's. primary. function. is to advise

,6vernment and to provide It with all the Information that IS needed to
'iI''decision on an issue. This aspect of the LRCs' constitutional role was
,fan interviewee to comment that their Commission was still part of the
ment machine.'

Xri/-
~l'Cs' constitutional role is the major influence on the relationship that
Ravewith their Government. There are, however, other important factors

':~ISb playa role. One of these is the extent to which the Civil Service feels
'!irLRCis 'stepping on its turl'.59 A classic example from England is the
!ibnally poor relationship that the LC has had with the Home Office who
'~;Ccimmission as an interloper.Bo Whether a LRC gets this negative
:(PIj, from the Civil Service depends partly on the background of the

c".~',working both at the Commission and at the Government. Cross
IIIIi\alion.,of staff between the two bodies helps avoid negative opinions
"""llle'other and also brings a useful networks of contacts. The two LRCs,

llje.smaller organisations, nearly always have some staff from the Civil
3i although the changing composition of the Commissions' staff
',edin Chapter 2 means that there are fewer today than in the past.
•
_.Re went one step further and has had a number of former pUblic

Ijts·in' high level positions including one as President and a couple of
Io/!!Prasidents. This was useful because it brought contacts with
!ttments, in Government and in politics as well as an understanding of
Jlla Government machine worked. This should also have improved the

'ission's relationship with Government. Unfortunately, this was not

,ugh tWo LC interviewees thought that being merely an adViSOry body COUld actually
~mmlssion's independence. They suggested that being one step removed from the
:islon meant that the Commission Is less constrained by the political and other

that bind Governments.
·Icase of the LC, see also AL Diamond 'The Law Commission and Government
I~nls: in G Ze!!ick (ed) The Law Commission and Law Reform (Sweet & Maxweli
1~88)

lxample, SM Cretney 'The Politics of Law Reform - A View from the Inside' (1985)
,3,509-510..,~
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ccase and during the Presidency of a former public servant,
iihGovernment were at their poorest.

iJoridentified as affecting a LRC's relationship with Government is
ohl,lUties involved,61 The ,persol'1al ci:lemistry. between the people in
:~:and their Ministers and the Civil Service affects their institutional
s6ip.: Some interviewees thought that the breakdown between the
knd'its Government was exacerbated by the conflict in personalities of
";~rit people involved, Establishing good personal relationships with

'ent is more difficult for the ALRC because its topics are so wide
this l1]eans that the Commission works with different parts of the
ivice on each project so longer term working relationships are more
,form.. This is less of a problem for the LC as its teams work in
afields of law.

;'6~ ~n a LRCs' relationship with its Government is the location of the
i¥Wiofh This is not a problem for the LC as it is based in London with its
,mert. However, the ALRC's location is a more contentious issue. It
gij'laHy established in Sydney and has remained there ever since. At
e!ofits. foundation, the Commission said that its intention was to be
iii.Canberra.62 However, it could not get an office there so it located in
~'temporarily with the intention of moving within five years.63 The move
llv~ntuated although there have been two periods when a second
'ra'office was opened, firstly between 1983 and 1987 and later from
:1999.

"bated in Sydney made the ALRC's relationship with its Government
"iiClllt. The experience of the most recent Canberra office adds weight
iiElW as a local presence was said to have fostered better relations with
!)lent. particularly the Public Service. In spite of this, a majority of
.\,!,e~s, who addressed the issue of location thought that the ALRC
,be.based in Sydney. It has the biggest population and more of the
in. various fields than anywhere else in Australia and this is critical for

,,~!i~trongly consultative body. Canberra is seen as being far too
ratic and removed from ordinary people. A smaHer number of people

",!hat the ALRC should in Canberra.54 The main reason was to promote
~2~H~ll,ltionship with Government although there is also the view that
, Ipp.dies shOUld be based in the nation's capital.

;;->,: -,:
.~Actual Relationship

~.~lsoHurlburt who, for example, Identifies that an insecure and timid Minister is more
.p~.threatened by a LRC report (WH Hurlburt Law Reform Commissions in the United
""Australia and Canada (Juriliber Edmonton 1986) 386) and House of
matives Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs Law Reform: The

'® c,ontinues (Australian Government Publishing Service Canberra 1994) 115.
,,'A,Qnua/ Report (Report No 3, 1975) 31,
:A,rnual Report (Report No 3, 1975) 31.

'.ALRCAnnual Report (Report No 3,1975) 31-32. The early Commission thought it
,$ that the ALRC should be based in Canberra and pre-empted the arguments that
is gave.
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lnsidered the factors that influence the relationship that the LC and
;, have with their Governments, how these factors fit together and the
parience of two LRCs is examined. The LC's relationship with its

fuElritha~varied ,depending on the Department and also the LC team.
~IIY~; the r~lationshlP between the ~C and the ~epa~rne~L,for
.i!.tional Affairs has been good. In particular, the relationship with the
~w team at the LC was very good and this is reflected to some extent
ighlevel of implernentation that the team achieved.65 This positive
n~lc relationship was partly underpinned by the good personal
hip,that Lady Justice Hale and some of her predecessors had with
, ment.
_h'

nally;relations with the Home Office were not as good. This was partly
~perception that the LC was '~teppl~~ on it~ t~.rf' and.pa~ly because

Hie'Office had other more pressmg political pnontles. This distance also
llt6ricctl •roots because the Criminal Law Revision Committee or the
;bfijce's own research unit traditionally investigated those matters of
'1\ Ministerial interest while the LC was more remote from the
nent doing work on its Criminal Code. Difficulties In this relationship
ected in the Criminal Law team's poor record of getting its reports

Mented. This Improved when Mr Justice Silber, who became
"rti$sioner of this team, and Lord Justice Brooke as Chairman worked
jR.,this relationship and eventually brought the LC 'in from the cold'.66
'secUred introductions to the policy makers with whom productive
'. hips'were established. This period also saw the Criminal Law team

iJ, more focused on doing projects that were useful to the
lentN However, despite this improvement, at least some difficulties
ationship with the Home Office remain.

r';"
'~~';.': j'; -

:!S;; ~t1so, covers areas of law that fall within the portfolio of other
tments. For example, the now defunct Company and Commercial Law
~9H<.ed very closely with the Department of Trade and Industry. The
'pMhe Programme item that allowed the LC to work in this area actually

F ~dtheCommission to get Departmental approval prior to undertaking a
ij!~.~~Jhe Property and Trust Law team is also collaborating more closely
~~qvernment after some initial distance. It recently completed a joint
"e$tlbandRegistration for the Twenty-First Century with Her Majesty's

3egistry that was very successful in that most of its recommendations
iJ)plemented and very quickly.69
Jii~1\,-', :<:.~

p,;Wilh'the exception of the Home Office, the LC seems to have had a
:relationShip with the Government. This is fostered, in part, by the

IslelSome extent confirmed in 8M Cretney 'The Politics of Law Reform - A View from
. i~(1985) 48 MLR 493,510.
,w~ith Lord Justice Brooke (15 May 2001, London)

"ip'lllS;lncl~de LC Offences of Dishonesty: Money Transfers (Law Com No 243, 1996)
,g.LeW~latmg the Crlminel Code: The Year and a Day Rule in Homicide (Law Com No
~9:4), " ;
SlfhPic:Jgramme ofLaw Reform (Law Com No 234, 1995) 36.

fnd;·Registration for the Twenty-First Century (Law Com 271, 2001) largely
;n~dby Land Registration Act 2002 (UK).
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:1:,~tact between the two. The LC has traditionally had regular
at least annually but usually more frequently) with both Ministers
':llrvants from the Department for Constitutional Affairs and other
hts, These meetings are to discuss the LC's work generally to date
rt$.th'at'afeyet to"be'implemented, There are also more informal
~ialogues and Departments are consulted during projects.
/~~"J.

~~velopment seems to be an increased level of contact and a closer
hip between the LC and Government.70 This trend started when Lord
"lrboke became Chairman as he was very interested in having the
(ion connect more closely with Government (and other bodies). His
itS all fostered this closer relationship and in particular, this seemed
H'lmder the former Chairman, Lord Justice Carnwath. It was under
fuanship that a further development took place: the establishment of
~terial Committee on Law Reform. This Committee is discussed in
itaiFin Chapter 8 but its main function is to help choose new LC
hat have high level Government approval and interest. It also aims to
the implementation of outstanding reports. This Committee was an
of'the previous Lord Chancellor who was keen on a closer
ip with the LC.

-"-";.';" .

C has not been as successful in its relationship with Government?1
"out. its early history, the Australian Commission seems to have

Ill(j:to establish a good relationship with the Public Service. Mr Stephen
.i$~l'Ibngserving ALRC Secretary and later Commissioner, thought that
1frn~ to a head in the mid 1980s. ALRC reports were not seen as an
~rtoa problem by the Attorney-General's Department but as a problem
:',yesthat needed further processing and consultation. The ALRC was

'Ilaing outside of the Government machine and the excessive time the
isiontook to report meant that its recommendations, when they were
()mpleted, did not fit within the Government's reform programme. In
.twl. ALRC was not fulfilling its advisory role. Mason said the
, ion then became more focused on this part of its function. It re
dits relationship with Government and decided to try and ensure that

$)NaS more relevant to the Government's reform programme.72 He
:ltthatsince this shift in the mid 1980s, the ALRC had been successful

:rl\fng more closely with the Government and fUlfilling its proper advisory
';~he Government's reform programme.

lQsbecame troubled again, however, and during the mid-late 1990s,
ItionShip batween the ALRC and the Government became strained and
}lIy broka down. The reasons for these difficulties have already been

Ighth Programme ofLaw Reform (Law Com 274, 2001) 52.
'~RC is not the only Commission with these difficulties. Its neighbour, the New
",Law Commission, has also struggled in Its relationship with Government. The need
r~vement in this relationship was one of the key findings of a recent evaluation of the
~.~Iand Commission. (G Palmer Evaluation of the Law Commission (Chen & Palmer
It~n2000))

986. Annual Report, the ALRC set out Its View of what areas should be in this
~.ofreform and the Commission's role within it. (ALRC Annual Report (Report No
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a'LJSUaIlY, the Commission has regular meetings with the Attorney
'his: advisors and the. Department to discuss general matters. In
4h~re is usually ongoing contact between the Attorney-General's
~nt and the ALRC at all levels, and indeed the Commission generally

~:a;number of different Departments during its projects. Jiowever,,,,t
';hi'dUring this time, a breach occurred and communication between the
~nt<oL the ALRC and the then Attorney-General stopped. This also
"",:relations and communication between the lower levels of the

,nt (and the Government in general) and the Commission. The ALRC
:'.restored its relationship with the Government. The Commission was
6'scious of the need to create a positive environment and has worked
{d:to' achieve this. It is suggested though, that the ALRC will never
'avery 'close relationship while it is based in a different city from its

enL,

i::;! the issue of independence, it is clear that both Commissions are
.Iallyindependent. Again, the type of independence that is focused on

'~:dhl'l .freedom to recommend solutions without interference. Both
merits, at times disagreed with the views of their LRCs, but
,wees,did not report them seeking to influence Commission decisions
1priately.73 Another potential challenge to independence that was

,ed' was the Commissions themselves and their desire to have their
'1;implemented. Although both LRCs make adjustments to their
'-,Is to ensure that they are capable of implementation, the extent to
is happens does not seem to undermine their independence.

.'-~':'-"

:bmparing the independence of the two Commissions, the LC seems to
,Iigbtlymore autonomy than the ALRC in reaching its own decisions. In
'of-dhe recent trend towards a more collaborative approach with
lfT!ent, its independence was emphasised very strongly by LC
twees. In any event, this collaboration is directed mainly towards
(i~g'appropriate projects for the Commission to undertake rather than
i~ion making within those projects. This greater LC independence is

ent-with concerns noted above about the ALRC being 'more of a
nt' in its relationship with Government due to the need for a reference.
jer ALRC Commissioner who made this point earlier also points to the
Iylpw level membership of the Commission, including the absence of a
c.nair; as weakening the Australian Commission's independence.

!~~sue relevant to the ALRC's relationship with. and independence from.
lPXi3fnn'lent is its role in making submissions to other reform bodies.
'~rjhe 'ALRC is permitted to take this role was the subject of much
controversy.74 It began With the ALRC making a submission that was
-;~~{'i

earllamentary Committee that investigated the ALRC in 1994 concluded that its
1~le operational independence has been honoured: (House of Representatives
,g;Committee on Legal and Constitutional Affairs Law Reform: The Challenge

: (Australian Government Publishing Service Canberra 1994) 115)
, ue,is mentioned only briefly to shed light on discussion of the relationships above
!It is outside the ALRC's major function of producing reports and also it was not
:a~,as an important issue by the interviewees.
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\b.iGCJVernment policy to a Parliamentary Committee dealing with
EW·This prompted the Attorney-General's Department to contact the
(ion and discuss its decision to become involved in that inquiry. The
~n decided to withdraw its submission. This had a significant impact
:~I~iioi\sl'\ipbetween the two because it was the key event that really
e~sions between the ALRC and the Government. There was a claim
.AI-RC, as a witness before a Parliamentary Committee, had been

,With. Related to this is. of course, the issue of the Commission's
ce?5

'the ALRC's independence in this context was compromised is
"i&gauge; The answer to this question probably depends on whether

the ALRC is entitled to make submissions to other bodies. If the
sacted beyond its statutory powers, then the Government is entitled

~;the issue with the Commission. If not, the Government has acted
priately in trying to curtail a Commission pursuing its functions. The
tviewees who commented on the issue were either non committal or

ering . views. The Australian Senate's Legal and Constitutional
~ee was referred the matter to consider but the issue quickly became
IIY'.iuilimportant. A change in the ALRC's personnel and the

. p!'i1ent of a protocol dealing with when the Commission is able to make
lJit~rnal submission meant that it was no longer controversial. The
~ittee:s reference remained on its books for about five years before it
'liePorted that the matter need 'not proceed further.'76

Cl!Jraging Government to Consult
'~;'.' -;-',

:the·relationship that a LRC has with its Government is the extent to
.~. Departments are prepared to consult with the Commission on its
b.ln general, both the LC and the ALRC found it difficult to engage

iClvernment Departments in consultation.77 One LC Commissioner said
JElyetended to want to keep their powder dry.' The main reason for this is
)epartments do not want to commit themselves before they and the
.er:Dave seen the report. even though a Departmental submission could

~">;;;t'; _,,': .
·i)1.th·~·"'LRC's view on this series of events, see ALRC Annual Report (Report No 86,

1-21:' .
:e,legal and Constitutional Committee 'Powers and Functions of the Australian Law
.,.Gommlsslon: Final Report' (20 March 2003) available at
.Iiv·aph.gov.au/senate/committee/legcon_cttefalrc/reportlreport.pdf (17 November
~e claim that the ALRC had been improperly interfered was also investigated by the
.n Senate Committee of Privileges. (Senate Committee of Privileges Possible
i(lnterference with a Potential Waness Before the Parliamentary Joint Committee on

,(#le' aQd the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Land Fund (Australian Government
:lIng Service Canberra 1998)) It concluded that there, was no interference with
S,(lS'i "'
~also discusses the difficulties the LC had in getting Government to engage In
'tlon. (PM North 'Law Reform: The Consultation Process' (1982) 6 Trent LJ 19,28-30;
JIi 'The Law Commission - Methods and Stresses' (1981) 3 Liverpool LR 5, 9-10) See
~ooson 'Reform of the Legislative Process in the Light of the Law Commissions' Work'
H: The Law Teacher 67, 69, although cf a more moderate view in SM Cretney 'The
'!La,w Reform - A View from the Inside' (1985) 48 MLR 493,507.
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;H~;" or the Min!ster: Other rea~ons included that they are too busy
IheykhOW there IS stili a further final round of consultation to come.

'~"
ibfAustralian interviewees discussed whether it was appropriate for a
nuoRe involved in the ALRC's consultation .andmakea fqrmal

~il'.iMr'David Edwards, a former Deputy Secretary of the Attorney
S' pepartment and later Deputy President of the ALRC, thought that it
irelyapprop~iat~ and indeed very important for the Department to
.~i'During his time as Deputy Secretary, the Department would

'make formal submissions to the ALRC. He recognised that a
11 cannot bind the Minister, but Edwards distinguished between
_rmation and analysis and giving an actual opinion on policy. By

'.thenext Deputy Secretary disagreed and thought it was
l~teforthe Department to consult and in particular, make a formal

~~i9rl. This would have the Department acting as though it were any
rnler~st group trying to influence an ALRC report which is incompatible
. iroieas' advisor to the Government. Accordingly, the Department
"{making formal submissions to the ALRC.

'pteT explored those influences lhat shape the consultation of the LC
~LRC': Some of these influences are subtle and were not identified by
li~rviewees. However, their impact is often significant, and in some
jeniral to how a Commission consults. This is illustrated best by the

i~.v'!hY.the LC and the ALRC consult differently. Different influences on
i'Q\'Commissions have meant that relatively similar bodies have taken
"IVergellt approaches to consultation.

{:;;ct·._

c' fling these influences that set lhe two Commissions on different
~~iion palhs was the primary goal of this chapter and a number of
~were identified. The two most important contrasting influences are the
9$' Of the two Commissions and the different types of projects they
i.~I':'Although interviewees emphasised the impact of project topic, the
nis~ibns' histories is the more important of the two influences. This is
It~d':best when the Commissions undertake atypical projects. The LC
riQtcbnsult as broadly as the ALRC would when it considers more social

.!,~~,.V(hilethe Australian Commission, when consulting on technical legal
ill:~;'does not take as focused approach as the LC would. Although the
~P!'ltopichas a significant influence, history has created different cultures
':If"Commissions that determine their general approach to consultation.

.~. flexibility in this approach so the project topic can alter what
ion Occurs, but history and culture have established a framework
ich lhe Commissions' consult.

: <'.'
;;'iL

-[s" also the most important contrasting influence because a number of
111r 'influences that shaped the differences in the Commissions'
.o:-_.~,."

.~'::r~ .. '

.~$;also the view of Senate Standing Committee on Constitutional and Legal Affairs
the Law (Australian Government Publishing Service Canberra 1979) 29.
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~.. .

c'bn are derived, at least in part, from the past. For example, the types
'S that the ALRC receives today are linked with its past expertise in

with these sorts of topics. The impact that Australia's federal system
nature of Australian society have on consultation is also based in the
early days. Of particular importance when considering theJnfluenceoL.•
; the impression that two leading individuals have had on their
;ions. An important part of the history of the LC and the ALRC is the

ai impact of the first Chairmen, and in particular, that of Justice Kirby.
lience on the ALRC's consultation process is discussed at a number of

", 'roughout this thesis.

pter, in its second section, also considered other more general
s. on consultation that are not specifically related to explaining the

:es between the LC and the ALRC. The most important of these is the
'Of the Commission's staff and Commissioners as their personal
,il-,'beliefs and abilities have a significant impact on the consultation
':urs. However, the influence of history intrudes again and limits the
nat an individual's personal characteristics can have. The culture
dabove has established a framework within which consultation must

"~&d this restricts the scope of an individualised approach.

'i~'goal of this chapter was to explore the relationship that the LRCs
Nith their most important consultee: Government. The Government
pes what topics a Commission can consider, whether the resulting
lals become law and Government also often has significant expertise in
',al:>eing examined. So this relationship has a critical influence on the

Ition that takes place with Government. Although there are a number
9\ors that influence this relationship, such as the Commissions'
itliiional role and their physical location, the most important is personal

ships. The quality of relations between individuals at the Commissions
,Govemment, whether good or bad, was reflected in their institutional
ship at various times.

Iat the influences on consultation as a whole, two trends emerge. The
;the importance of history. The culture of consultation is the most
nt influence in terms of why the Commissions consult differently and it

'[elevant to the second section of this chapter that considered the more
[influences on consultation. The second trend is the impact that people
ii:lnalfactors have had. The consultation of both the LC and the ALRC
anced still today by their first Chairmen. Further, people's individual
:eristics were noted as being a significant influence on consultation,
,rsonal relationships were the key factor underpinning the success or
If the Commissions' relations with their Government.

~al of this chapter was to identify the influences on consultation and, in
llar,those factors that led to the LC and the ALRC adopting the expert
b.clusive models of consultation respectively. These contrasting
ce.s have been identified and a preliminary explanation of some of the
lifferences in the Commissions' approach to consultation has been put
,;;This, however, is only the start. The remainder of this thesis seeks to
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